Abstract-This two-part paper deals with the early detection of an impending voltage instability from the system states provided by synchronized phasor measurements. Recognizing that voltage instability detection requires assessing a multidimensional system, the method fits a set of algebraic equations to the sampled states, and performs an efficient sensitivity computation in order to identify when a combination of load powers has passed through a maximum. The important effects of overexcitation limiters are accounted for. The approach does not require any load model. This first part of the paper is devoted to theoretical foundations of sensitivity calculation along the system trajectory, derivation of the algebraic model, and illustration on a simple five-bus system involving the long-term dynamics of a load tap changer and a field current limiter.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE phasor measurement technology [1] , [2] , developed since the end of the 1980s, together with advances in computational facilities, networking infrastructure and communications, have opened new perspectives for designing wide-area monitoring, detection, protection and control systems. The phasor measurement unit (PMU) hardware is now based on proven technology and is considered as the most accurate and advanced time-synchronized technology available to power engineers [3] .
As documented in several comprehensive surveys [3] - [5] , present and potential applications of synchronized phasor measurements range from mere monitoring to tracking system dynamics in real-time. The study reported in this paper belongs to the last category, as we assume that the monitored region is equipped with PMUs ensuring full observability of bus voltages within that region. Admittedly, present-day power systems are still far from having such a rich measurement configuration. However, it is likely that in some future, all measurement devices will be provided with high precision time tags [3] . Furthermore, incentive to invest in such a rich measurement configura- M. Glavic is with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Liège, B-4000 Liège, Belgium (e-mail: glavic@montefiore.ulg.ac.be).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TPWRS.2009.2023271 tion will be driven by the preliminary demonstration of its potential benefits in monitoring, protection and control functions.
Voltage stability has been identified as one area where those PMU-enhanced functions could prove useful to prevent system blackouts and the associated social and economical losses.
There are two complementary lines of defence against voltage instability [6] , [7] : preventive and corrective. As regards preventive aspects, PMUs can help improving the quality of present-day state estimation so that better initial operating points are available for real-time voltage security assessment applications [7] , [8] . They can also improve modeling accuracy [3] . However, the corrective (or emergency) line of defence is where the PMU technology is likely to help most significantly. In this respect, this paper explores how it could help early detecting an impending long-term voltage instability, driven typically by load tap changers (LTCs), overexcitation limiters (OELs), and restorative loads [6] , [7] .
Present-day system integrity protection schemes (SIPS) against voltage instability mostly rely on the detection of low voltage conditions, possibly complemented by signals such as excessive field currents in neighboring generators [9] . The undervoltage criterion allows simple and possibly distributed SIPS, for instance for load shedding [10] . However, it essentially relies on the observation of already degraded operating conditions. The challenge is thus to demonstrate that PMU-based approaches can offer better anticipation capabilities by detecting the inception of instability rather than its consequences.
PMU-based voltage instability monitoring can be classified into two broad categories: 1) methods based on local measurements, with few or no information exchange between the monitoring locations. Most of them rely on Thvenin impedance matching condition [11] , [12] or its extensions [13] - [15] . As long as the various buses are checked independently of each other, these methods accommodate the time skew of SCADA data and no time synchronization is needed; 2) methods requiring the observability of the whole region prone to voltage instability [16] - [19] . They offer the potential advantages of wide-area monitoring. The measurements should be time-synchronized in so far as an accurate, dynamic tracking of system states is sought. They should preferably be filtered by a (linear) state estimator. As already mentioned, the approach of this paper belongs to the second category. Comparisons with Thvenin impedance matching are offered in the companion paper [20] .
Long-term voltage instability can be triggered by transmission and/or generation outages or by severe load increases. Although most of the incidents experienced so far were triggered by outages, a large part of the existing literature concentrates 0885-8950/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE on smooth load increase scenarios. On the contrary, this work focuses on detecting the onset of voltage instability triggered by a large disturbance. This requires accounting for the "noise" introduced on phasor measurements by short-dynamics not directly linked to long-term voltage instability.
Simply stated, voltage instability is linked to the inability of the combined generation-transmission system to provide the power requested by loads, as a result of equipment outages and limitations of reactive power generation [7] . In this perspective, we propose to compute sensitivities around the "snapshot" system states computed from PMUs, with the purpose of detecting that some combination of load powers has gone through a maximum.
The use of sensitivities in voltage stability analysis is not new [8] , [21] - [24] . Eigenvalue or singular value analysis of various Jacobian matrices has been also proposed for quite some time (e.g., [25] - [27] ). Initially intended to provide preventive security indices [28] , these linearization-based techniques have been superseded by methods that account for system nonlinearities (such as load power margin computation). Nevertheless, they may prove useful in scrutinizing the unstable system behavior triggered by a large disturbance. These aspects have been comparatively less investigated, with the exception of [27] where eigenvalues are computed at selected snapshots of the unstable system evolution and [23] and [24] where sensitivity analysis is coupled to a simplified time-domain simulation. Sensitivity of dynamic system responses have been studied through trajectory sensitivities (e.g., [29] ). The latter are computationally much more demanding than the sensitivity of (pseudo-)equilibria considered in this work. Also, it is not clear to the authors whether the many discrete controls and delays present for instance in tap changers, switched capacitors, random load switching, etc. can be easily taken into account.
In this work, it was chosen not to rely on a dynamic model to predict the system response (e.g., [14] , [30] ). Indeed, this requires a reliable model, especially for loads in emergency conditions. Also, it is not clear how to reconcile the model with the measured system evolution, in case of discrepancies caused, for instance, by events not accounted for in the model. The proposed approach does not try to anticipate the load response, but it anticipates generator limitations.
In principle the computations presented in this paper could rely on bus voltages provided by a standard state estimator processing SCADA measurements. However, SCADA data are not collected and state estimators are not run at the rate considered here (and hence some proposed filtering would not be possible). Furthermore, standard (nonlinear) state estimators may encounter convergence problems in degraded system conditions. Last but not least, the data collected by RTUs suffer from time skew that could make the proposed computations unreliable in the presence of significant transients. This paper does not consider the important problems of PMU placement, communication infrastructure, measurement pre-processing by a state estimator, etc. Instead, we simply assume that PMUs provide synchronized bus voltage phasors. In our simulations, they are obtained from detailed time-domain simulation. Circuit breaker statuses are supposed to be provided by the same equipment or by the SCADA system.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the theoretical background of sensitivity analysis is reviewed and ex- tended to tracking eigenvalue movement around a maximum load power point. The system equilibrium model fitted to each snapshot is detailed in Section III. The various assumptions and techniques are illustrated on a simple system in Section IV, while concluding remarks are offered in Section V.
Notation: Lowercase bold letters indicate column vectors. Uppercase bold letters refer to matrices. denotes transposition. Complex numbers are overlined.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. System Trajectory
Let be the vector of active and reactive powers consumed by the loads. Thus, in a system with load buses, the dimension of is . Let the system be characterized by a state vector of dimension . In response to a disturbance, both and evolve with time. To this evolution corresponds a trajectory in the -dimensional space of the vectors. We assume that this trajectory obeys (1) where is assumed to be a smooth function. The next section will be devoted to deriving a practical set of equations of this type. Let us already stress that the proposed method amounts to assessing the above model linearized around sampled points of the trajectory obtained from synchronized phasor measurements.
A two-dimensional picture of such a trajectory is sketched in Fig. 1 , where . As both and evolve with time, the system operating point moves along the curve as suggested by the arrows.
Our goal is to identify one point of the trajectory where some linear combination of the load powers passes through a maximum, where is an -dimensional nonzero vector. Note that is not known beforehand. In the simple case of Fig. 1 with , the function amounts to . The equi-curves are the dotted lines parallel to the axis. In the general case, the equi-locus is an hyperplane orthogonal to the vector . The maximum value of is reached at point M, where one of the equi-line is tangent to the trajectory.
B. Property of Point M
Let us show that the Jacobian of with respect to is singular at point M.
Indeed, this point is a solution of the constrained optimization problem:
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker necessary optimality conditions of the above problem are obtained by setting to zero the derivatives of the Lagrangian: with respect to , and . This yields (4) (5) (6) where (resp. ) denotes the Jacobian of with respect to (resp. ). Since is nonzero, (6) implies that is also nonzero. Hence, from (5), one easily concludes that the Jacobian is singular. Equivalently, has a zero eigenvalue; is the corresponding left eigenvector.
As is well known, second-order conditions have to be met in order the solution of (4)- (6) to be a (local) maximum. We assume that those conditions hold in the situations of concern here, where loads tend to increase their powers over the period of time that follows a disturbance.
Conversely, at a point where is singular, (5) holds with a nonzero vector . If this vector is such that , no combination of load powers is found to reach an extremum. In the more general case where , the point can in principle be interpreted as a local extremum of a combination of load powers. However, this may not correspond to voltage instability. In practice, singular Jacobians are not expected in normal operating conditions but may be observed in degraded conditions.
C. Eigenvalue Movement Along the Trajectory
We show next that when passing through M, one real eigenvalue of changes sign. Let us consider the "speed" vector , where the dots denote time derivative. Since this vector is tangent to the trajectory, we have (7) from which one easily derives (8) Let us assume that has all distinct eigenvalues 1 so that its inverse can be decomposed into (9) where and are the right and left eigenvectors relative to the eigenvalue , respectively. In the neighborhood of point M, one eigenvalue-say -is close to zero. Hence, the term relative to dominates in (9) and the following approximation holds:
1 We exclude the case of two (or more) zero eigenvalues as it corresponds to two (or more) distinct combinations of load powers being maximum at the same time.
Introducing (10) into (8) yields (11) Furthermore, in the neighborhood of M, is expected to be very close to the left eigenvector of the zero eigenvalue, which satisfies (6) . Using the latter equation, (11) can be rewritten as (12) In this last expression, represents the time derivative of . Coming back to Fig. 1 , consider point A of the trajectory, close to M but reached before M. At this point, the time derivative of is positive. Similarly, at point B close to M but reached after M, the time derivative of is negative.
Assuming that the trajectory passes smoothly from A to B through M, the speed vector is continuous. Hence, in (12) the change in sign of must be compensated by the opposite change in sign of . In other words, as the system passes from A to B, one real eigenvalue changes sign.
D. Using Sensitivities
To detect the change in sign of one real eigenvalue, there is no need to explicitly compute eigenvalues of . Instead, sensitivities involving the inverse Jacobian can be used. We consider the sensitivities of the total reactive power generation to individual load reactive powers. Let the load reactive powers be grouped into . The sought sensitivities are obtained from a general sensitivity formula [7] as (13) where denotes the gradient of with respect to and the is the Jacobian of with respect to . With the model detailed in the next section, this matrix includes 0's and 1's.
In normal operating conditions, the above sensitivities are positive, and usually larger than one. As point M is approached, one real eigenvalue approaches zero and the sensitivities increase. After crossing point M, the sensitivities are negative due to the change in sign of . As the trajectory leaves point M, moves away from zero and the sensitivities decrease in magnitude. Thus, when passing through M, the sensitivities change sign through infinity.
In theory, all sensitivities change sign at the same time, whatever the bus . In practice, however, this effect is less pronounced as one moves away from the region experiencing the largest voltage drops, because the numerator in (10) becomes smaller [24] .
In practice, discontinuities and trajectory sampling may prevent sensitivities from reaching very high values, as will be illustrated later on. What is sought is a sudden change in sign, i.e., we seek to identify a discrete time such that (14) where and are thresholds to be adjusted. Computing merely requires solving one linear system with as matrix of coefficients and as independent term. The main computational effort lies in the factorization of , for which efficient sparsity programming packages are available. In turn, the most expensive step is the optimal ordering of the matrix, which can be done only infrequently (after major changes in topology; otherwise, zero entries can be used for outaged equipment). Sparse vector techniques could take advantage of the zero components of . Finally, the Jacobian can be limited to the region prone to voltage instability, as shown in the companion paper [20] .
Eigenvalue computation is comparatively more demanding because it requires solving iteratively a sequence of linear systems of the same size. Furthermore, tracking the movement of eigenvalues in case of discontinuities due to, e.g., OELs adds some complexity. For detection purposes, the easily computed sensitivities were found to work satisfactorily.
III. SYSTEM MODELING
A. Basic Assumptions
The following basic assumptions are made:
• the network is represented by its standard bus admittance matrix. Real-time breaker status information is used to assemble this matrix; • the short-term dynamics of generators, automatic voltage regulators, speed governors, static var compensators, etc. are not tracked but replaced by accurate equilibrium equations. This assumption is reasonable in so far as long-term voltage instability is of concern. Provision is made for large transients that cause the system to deviate from the assumed equilibrium; • the long-term dynamics driven by OELs, LTCs, and restorative loads are reflected through the change in measured voltages from one snapshot to the next; • whether a generator is voltage controlled or field current limited is known or detected. Equations are adjusted accordingly; • since the method aims at detecting a maximum of a combination of load powers, only the consumed powers need to be known; no information about load behavior is needed in the proposed method.
B. Overview of the Model
Based on the above assumptions, the algebraic model (1) is obtained as follows.
Decomposing the bus admittance matrix , the vector of bus voltages and the vector of nodal currents into their real and imaginary parts: (15) the network relations take on the form
We take the th bus as reference by setting the phase angle of its voltage to zero, or equivalently
The short-term dynamics model can be written in compact form as (19) 
where includes state variables such as flux linkages, rotor speeds, controls, etc. while (20) relates to the stator of synchronous and induction machines, static loads, SVCs and other FACTS devices, etc. Assuming short-term dynamics at equilibrium as mentioned above, (19) is replaced by (21) The active and reactive powers consumed by the load at the th bus relate to voltage and current components through
Hence, the algebraic model (1) consists of (16)- (18), (20)- (23) involving the vectors of variables (24) Finally, the total reactive power generation used in (13) is given by (25) where the sum extends over all generator, synchronous condenser, and static compensator buses.
C. Modeling the Synchronous Machine and Its Controls
In this section, the synchronous generator model is considered in some detail. Other components are modeled in the same spirit.
In theory, (21) are obtained by setting the left-hand side of (19) to zero. In practice, however, the reduced model detailed hereafter, extensively used in quasi steady-state (QSS) simulation [7] , [23] , offers a good compromise between simplicity and accuracy.
Each synchronous machine is characterized by the emf whose magnitude is proportional to the field current, and the emf behind saturated synchronous reactances. Assuming negligible armature resistance, the stator equations are written in the machine reference frame as (26) where and are the saturated direct-and quadrature-axis synchronous reactances, respectively. In the system axes, the above equation becomes (27) where is the rotor angle, i.e., the phase angle of in the reference frame. and relate to their unsaturated values and through (28) where is the leakage reactance and (29) is the saturation coefficient. A widely used model is (30) where is the magnitude of the voltage behind leakage reactance, defined by With and given by (28) , the two equations in (27) make up the stator equations of the type (20) . There are three algebraic variables of the type , namely , and , that must be balanced by three equations of the type (21) . The first of these equations is (32). The remaining two are provided by voltage and speed regulations, as detailed next.
For voltage control, one of the following relations holds:
• under Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) control:
where is the open-loop static gain and the voltage setpoint; • under field current limit:
These equations are easily extended to error-free voltage regulation, constant reactive power, or armature current limit.
Speed control is accounted for by (35) where is the power setpoint, involves the permanent speed droop, and is the deviation of the system frequency with respect to its nominal value. This equation is easily modified in case the turbine operates at its limit.
With the short-term electromechanical oscillations neglected, is common to all generators. This additional variable is balanced by the phase reference (18) .
D. Fitting the Variables to Real-Time Measurements
As previously explained, at each time step, synchronized values of the bus voltage phasors are assumed to be received either from PMUs or (preferably) from a state estimator. The corresponding value of is easily obtained as follows.
Referring all phasors to the th bus and decomposing into real and imaginary parts yields the voltages and . The corresponding nodal currents and are obtained from the network (16), (17) .
Formally, the state is obtained by solving (21) with and set at their values and . For the previously detailed generator model, the procedure is as follows:
1) obtain the active and reactive currents as 2) determine the saturation coefficient from (32) and the saturated reactances from (28) 3) determine the generator internal angle [7] : 4) and therefrom the rotor angle 5) compute 6) and therefrom the emf .
E. Fitting the Model to OEL Status
The switching of generators from AVR to OEL control plays an important role in voltage instability [6] , [7] and, hence, it must be accounted for.
In the best case, information could be sent by power plants about the status of their field current: below limit (normal operating mode), over limit (temporary overexcitation), limited (after OEL activation).
To avoid sending the OEL status, can be compared to corresponding to the rotor current enforced by the OEL. If , the machine is under AVR control and (33) is used. If , it is concluded that the OEL is going to act after the overload time is elapsed. The tolerance accounts for noise, OEL inaccuracy, etc.
Furthermore, anticipation of the OEL activation will be considered in the companion paper [20] .
IV. ILLUSTRATION OF METHOD ON A FIVE-BUS SYSTEM
A. System Description
The system, largely inspired by one detailed in [7] , is shown in Fig. 2 . It involves the Thévenin equivalent of a remote system, one generator, and one load fed through a transformer equipped with LTC. Most of the load power is provided by the remote system (bus 1) through a rather long, double-circuit transmission line.
The load behaves as constant current and the LTC has different delays on its first and subsequent tap changes. For the generator at bus 2, a 6th-order model is used, together with a simple representation of its speed governor, AVR, and OEL. The OEL has an inverse-time characteristic.
The disturbance considered is the tripping of one circuit between buses 1 and 3, at s. The system response is obtained by variable-step numerical integration. All bus voltage phasors are sampled every 0.1 s, and used as measurements (without adding noise in this simple example). This sampling rate is higher than needed for tracking long-term voltage instability, but compatible with recent technology [1] , [3] . It was chosen to track the effect of short-term transients.
B. Case 1: LTC Starts Responding After OEL Has Acted
We first consider a situation where the OEL is activated before the LTC starts responding, so that their effects are clearly separated in time.
The evolution of the voltage at bus 4 is shown with heavy line in Fig. 3 . One can recognize the effect of:
• quickly damped initial electromechanical oscillations;
• the OEL acting at s, thereby withdrawing voltage support near the load;
• the LTC that starts acting at s, trying to restore the voltage at distribution bus 5, and hence the load power; • eventually, a faster instability causing voltage collapse. As already mentioned, the sensitivities refer to a model that neglects short-term dynamics. To illustrate the accuracy of this simplification, Fig. 4 shows the difference between the emf provided by detailed time simulation and its approximation computed from snapshots, assuming the generator dynamics at equilibrium, as detailed in Section III-D. A discrepancy is observed essentially during the transients that follow the line tripping and, to a much lower extent, when the generator is switched under field current limit. The difference should be compared to the limit p.u. enforced by the OEL; it remains very small.
Expectedly, a larger error is experienced when an initial short-circuit (cleared by the same line opening) is considered, as shown in Fig. 5 . However, the discrepancy does not last for a long time, and changes sign owing to the oscillatory response of the system. Such transients can be easily accounted for by waiting for some time (typically 1 s) before issuing an alarm.
Before and after the OEL action, as well as in between successive tap changes, the system has time to reach short-term equilibrium (STE) points [7] . A, B, C, and D in Fig. 3 are examples of such points. Each of them satisfies the algebraic model (1) [namely (16) , (17), (18), (20), (21), (22) , and (23)] for different OEL and LTC states. These points are also shown in the next two figures.
In Fig. 6 voltage has been plotted as a function of load active power (see Fig. 2 ) in the range of values of interest. O is the initial operating point. The system PV curve after OEL action is shown with dashed line; it has been obtained by joining the STE points such as B, C, and D.
There from, the instability mechanism is easily seen. Both the line tripping and the field current reduction decrease the maximum power that can be delivered to the load to 12.77 p.u., i.e., less than the initial load power of 13.35 p.u. that the LTC tries to restore indirectly.
Under the effect of the tap changes, the system passes through the maximum load power at a voltage p.u. It is seen from Fig. 3 that this takes place at s. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the sensitivity . It represents the additional vars to be produced by the generator of bus In principle, the sensitivity values are consistent with the assumption of steady-state operation only at the STE points. C is the last STE point where a positive sensitivity is obtained, while D the first where a negative value is observed. The sensitivity switches from to . In between two STE points, the system had some transients and the sensitivities at the sampled points took much larger values, as shown from the figure.
Further analysis shows that the Jacobian has an eigenvalue at point C and an eigenvalue at point D, thus confirming the zero crossing. From the corresponding (normalized) left eigenvector , the vector is obtained from (6) as Note that bus 3 with its zero load has been treated as bus 4. Thus, near the switching point, the linear combination of load powers is maximum. Note that in standard load power margin computations, the vector is chosen beforehand, by specifying the pattern of load increase. Here, we have no control on . It is dictated by the system dynamics, which are significant only in the area affected by the disturbance. The above values make sense, with components higher for reactive than active power, and at bus 4, more remote from generation than bus 3.
Note also that the vector is not unique. Indeed, denoting by any sub-vector of , and by the corresponding subvector of , it is easily seen that is maximum together with , provided the corresponding sub-vector of is nonzero, and assuming that the other components of are kept constant.
In this example, the instability of the LTC long-term dynamics is the trouble cause, and it results in instability of the short-term dynamics [7] . Indeed, in its unsuccessful attempt to restore the load voltage, the LTC drives the system to so low voltages that the field-current limited generator at bus 2 loses synchronism, and makes voltages plunge. This is easily checked by reducing the range of LTC action. The dotted curve in Fig. 3 corresponds to the lower limit of the ratio (see Fig. 2 ) increased from 0.80 (yielding the evolution shown with solid line) to 0.92. In this case, the system does not reach the point where short-term dynamics becomes unstable, but settles at a voltage below 0.905 p.u. corresponding to maximum power. The sensitivity evolves as in Fig. 7 up to s, from which it remains at a constant negative value.
As clearly shown by this example, the detection of maximum load power is an indication of long-term instability of LTCs, unable to restore load powers to their pre-disturbance values. Note that this detection takes place early before system collapse, when voltages are still "normal," typically higher than the setting of an undervoltage-based protection scheme.
It could be argued that the system evolution shown with dotted curve in Fig. 3 is not unstable. Indeed, the LTC hitting its limit has a stabilizing effect. On the other hand, the final operating point is little viable and certainly not secure. For instance, any increase in demand will cause further, uncontrollable transmission voltage drops. We thus believe the alarm issued by the sensitivity is acceptable in view of this and the early detection it offers in more dangerous scenarios.
Note finally that sensitivities change sign near the end of the simulation. This corresponds to the above-mentioned loss of synchronism. This is of little concern since the system is already in obvious emergency condition.
C. Case 2: LTC Starts Responding Before OEL Acts
A shorter initial tap changer delay and a longer overload of the field current are now assumed, so that the former starts responding before the latter is activated. Furthermore, an initial operating point with 14.2 p.u. of load active power is considered. The system response to the same disturbance is shown in Fig. 8 . It is easily seen that the OEL acts after the 5th tap change.
The PV curves obtained as in Case 1 are shown in Fig. 9 . As a matter of fact, there is one PV curve before and one after the OEL activation. Note that the LTC had restored its voltage (and hence the load power) by the time the OEL acted (transition from B to C). Definitely, this is no longer possible after the field current is limited.
The interest of this example is in the fact that, when entering its final configuration, the system finds itself below the corresponding maximum power point, as suggested by the slope of the final PV curve near point C. Thus, the system does not cross The sensitivity evolution is shown in Fig. 10 . The last STE point with positive sensitivity is B while the first STE point with negative sensitivity is C. As expected from the above remark, the sensitivities at point B (1.44) and at point C do not have as large magnitudes as in Case 1. 2 In between the two STE points, under the effect of transients, the sensitivities reach much larger values, emphasizing the change in sign. To face the case 2 Sensitivities changing sign without passing through large (in theory infinite) values can be experienced under smooth parameter changes, when crossing a loadability limit where a generator reaches its limit [31] , a case referred to as limit-induced bifurcation in [28] . In this example, however, the sensitivity jump results from the delayed operation of the OEL.
where no such transients would be observed, it is safe to take a lower and/or a higher in the test (14) in order to correctly identify the switching point.
As in Case 1, an early warning is obtained. An even earlier alarm can be obtained by anticipating the field current limitation of the generator, as shown in Part II [20] .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has revisited some properties of sensitivities and further investigated their behavior in the neighborhood of a maximum load power point, with the aim of devising a wide-area criterion to detect long-term voltage instability from bus voltage phasors provided by PMUs. The sensitivities of reactive power generation to reactive power loads are considered. Their change in sign through large values make up the sought criterion. The algebraic model from which the Jacobian is derived assumes the short-term dynamics to be at equilibrium. Load responses to disturbances do not appear in the model, thereby avoiding a great source of uncertainty in real-life applications. Last but not least, the sensitivity computation is quite compatible with the targeted real-time application.
The criterion has been illustrated on a five-bus system. The criterion is shown to identify the point where the "nose" of the PV curve is crossed after a large disturbance leading to instability. This example also points out the sensitivity behavior when an overexcitation limiter comes into play.
